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ABSTRACT

Author: Shi, Zhengda. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: An Experimental Diminished Reality Implementation For Augmented Reality Furniture
Shopping Applications
Major Professor: David Whittinghill

This study focuses on implementation and user satisfaction assessment of a newly designed
diminished reality method. To improve customers’ experience in previewing the result of replacing
large furniture at home, an experimental method which covers a background rendering overlay
cube on the target furniture was designed. An application implementing this method was
developed, and a user experience survey was conducted. We were expecting our method would
help customers find appropriate furniture and make decisions, but the result showed the reversed
effect. However, some conclusions of this study can be useful for other future research.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality has been mentioned for more than 100 years in the novel The Master
Key. In this area, the body of knowledge that has been developed is enormous. A lot of technologies
have been developed and applied to different augmented reality devices. This chapter will provide
an overview of the background and significance of the research to be performed.
1.1 Problem Statement
Today, many furniture retailers use augmented reality to show their furniture to customers.
Wayfair has released an application that can place product models into the real rooms(Wayfair,
2016). In this application, users can select candidate furniture models; then the device will detect
the floor surface and place the furniture on it as if the furniture is right there in the real world. This
is a very effective way to show furniture, but it presents a problem. Most times, customers are
trying to replace an existing piece of furniture with a newer one instead of purchasing furniture to
decorate an empty new room. In this case, if the user puts the furniture model into the room, the
furniture will overlap with the old one. It is acceptable when the new furniture is larger than the
old one, as it will cover the space and make the old furniture invisible. However, if the new
furniture cannot cover the old furniture, the user will see them both, which will cause some
immersive problems and lead to bad user experience.
A concept called diminished reality can help with this problem. Diminished reality is a
branch of augmented reality. It diminishes or removes existing objects by overlaying textures
that match with the background on the videos captured. Much research has been done in
diminished reality, and there are a lot of algorithms can subtract objects. Nowadays, the most
popular diminished reality method is image inpainting. Image inpainting can result in very
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realistic result that looks like some existing objects are removed, but the problem is the
processing speed. AR users want to see the target space from different angles, so they may use a
mobile device and walk around. In this case, that target area will change for each frame. As a
result, image processing will be applied to every frame. In addition, image inpainting algorithm
is very time-consuming. Hence, image inpainting is not a suitable method to solve our problem.
This research is trying to find a practical method that can be run on a mobile device to
perform real-time object subtraction in augmented reality for furniture replacement.
1.2 Research Question
Based on the problem stated in section 1.1. we want to design a new diminished reality
method that can avoid the processing time of image inpainting. We describe image inpainting
algorithm as slow because it need to process the texture every frame to patch the subtracting
area. Our direction is to try process the texture in advance and just apply the patch every frame
instead of calculating it every frame.
Our method is to subtract the real furniture by overlaying a cube on it. The cube is
rendered based on the background texture, and the users can drag it around and rescale it to wrap
the furniture perfectly. If the cube rendering matches with the background, the furniture will be
“removed.” The research question is:
“Does the proposed background-based overlay cube method satisfy the augmented reality
users’ need for previewing the result of furniture replacement?”
1.3 Scope
This project will focus on diminished reality which is a branch of augmented reality.
Augmented reality is a view of the physical, real-world augmented by computer-generated images.
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Augmented reality involves both a real-world scene and a virtually generated scene. It combines
them to provide an immersive experience for users. Augmented reality has been applied to many
different areas, like medical treatment, entertainment, education and so on. Diminished reality
removes objects in reality by overlaying textures that match with the background on the videos
captured. The scope of this research is limited to creating an application in an augmented reality
environment that can subtract an object in the real world from users’ augmented reality view and
do usability research on this application.
1.4 Significance
With the increasing popularity of online shopping, more and more consumers prefer
shopping for furniture online rather than visiting a furniture store. It is essential for electronic
commerce to provide a well-perceived service. Furniture is often expensive, so consumers will
not casually decide to buy it. Consumers need more information to form an overall impression on
the furniture they are planning to purchase. Therefore, how retailers show their products online
has a significant impact on their customers’ satisfaction and furtherly their profit. Now many
online furniture retailers are trying to use augmented reality to show their products. As is
described above, one of the problems is “how to show the result of replacing an old piece of
furniture?”
As section 1.1 stated, performing diminished reality on the existing furniture and
augmenting the virtual furniture model into the space is a very straightforward solution.
This thesis is going to implement an experimental method to meet the requirement of
customers trying to replace furniture at home and test if it is satisfying for augmented reality users.
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1.5 Limitations
Limitations include:
•

The application to be developed is limited to being good enough to fulfill the task
of previewing the result of replacing furniture in a room.

•

The object subtraction will need some users’ operation to define the removing
region (drag the cube to cover the object to be subtracted).

•

The image processing will be controlled to as simple as possible to ensure that the
experimental method can be run on mobile devices.
1.6 Delimitations

Delimitations include:
•

This research is not going to deal with object subtraction in a very complex
environment such as messy rooms.

•

This research focuses on subtracting the object but will not deal with the shadows.
1.7 Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of the research to be performed as well as some
background of this area. Next chapter will go through some concepts and some relevant research
that has been done on related topics.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Augmented Reality
AR (Augmented Reality) is a digital technology that enhances the real-world environment
by overlaying computer-generated images upon it. It is different from virtual reality, which is a
system that “generates a synthetic environment, in which the end user can specify all the
characteristics of the new environment”(Aliaga, 1997, p. 49). Augmented reality involves both a
real-world scene and a virtually generated scene. Users need to see both of them and merge them
into an “augmented” scene. For capturing the real world, two approaches have been developed:
See-through and Camera.
2.1.1 See-through AR
The first method is using a see-through display that is a transparent screen. Light can go
through the screen, so users can see the real world just like looking through a piece of glass. This
screen can also display computer-generated images on it. In this case, users will merge the light
from the real world and light from the screen to form an “augmented” world.
An example of a device implementing this method is Microsoft HoloLens.
2.1.2 Camera AR
The second method is using a camera to capture images of the real world and adding virtual
objects to the images. The example of a device implementing this approach is Google
“Yellowstone” Tango tablet.
The concept of augmented reality has been mentioned for more than 100 years. An author,
Lyman Frank Baum, in his novel The Master Key, mentioned an electronic display that “marks”
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people with a letter indicating their character. Now technology has realized this concept and has
been used in many areas. With the help of augmented reality, architects can easily modify their
models; customers can realize what the items look like; doctors can merge ultrasound images with
the patient’s body (Bajura, Fuchs, & Ohbuchi, 1992); students can learn in a better and interactive
way (Liu, Chu, & Ieee, 2008); players can play games summoning fantastic characters into the real
world (Such as an AR game called “Drakerz confrontation”).
2.2 Tango
Tango is a technology platform developed and authored by Google, previously called
Project Tango. Tango the platform “uses computer vision to give devices the ability to understand
their position relative to the world around them” (Google, 2014 p. 1). “The initial goal of the
Project Tango is to provide to researchers and developers the needed devices to come up with new
application ideas” (Diakité & Zlatanova, 2016 p. 67). Now Google has released two devices that
implement Tango technology: The Peanut phone and the Yellowstone tablet.
2.2.1 Lenovo Phab2 Pro
In November 2016, Lenovo released Phab2 Pro – the world’s first smartphone with Tango
technology included. Lenovo Phab 2 Pro smartphone will be the main device for this research.
Tango implements three technologies: Motion tracking, area learning, and depth
perception. Motion tracking allows the device to “track its movement and orientation through 3D
space” (Google, 2014), which means enabling the device to define itself in a virtual world. Area
learning gives the Tango device the capability to remember a real-world scene and recognize when
entering it again. Depth perception provides the device with the ability to understand the geometry
shapes of its surroundings.
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In Google I/O 2016 (Google, 2016), Johnny Lee, the leader of Tango project, introduced
several applications built with Tango platform, including Virtual Measurement, WayfairView’s
showroom, Domino World, Dinosaurs Among Us and some virtual reality games. With Tango
devices, people could make further interaction with the world by adding virtual elements to it.
Developers also used Tango for indoor environment scanning (Diakité & Zlatanova, 2016), image
based localization (Jeon, Ji, Kim, Park, & Cho, 2016), construction quality assessments (Kalyan,
Zadeh, Staub-French, & Froese, 2016) and obstacle detection and avoidance (Boeck, Daems, &
Dekelver, 2012). The tango project provides developers with a platform to implement their design
and to help humans in very practical ways.
Armstrong and Morrand (2013) developed a game called Ghost Hunter on the platform of
Tango tablet. It is a simple game. Players can find ghosts in surfaces, and of the real world, ghosts
will approach the player. Players try to avoid them and shoot them down with a gun. In this game,
users of Tango can interact well with the merged virtual objects and real space.
Schops et al. (2015) presented a system that can interactively reconstruct environments in Tango
tablet. This system can also be used in other mobile devices with enough computational power. It
is the first environment 3D reconstruction system that can interactively run on a mobile device.
2.3 Motion Tracking of Tango
In this research, motion tracking refers to a technology allowing digital devices to track
itself in an environment. It gathers information from the environment through the camera images
and sensors. Tango devices use image features as the main source for motion tracking. They are
equipped with a wide-angle fisheye lens with almost 180 degrees to capture detailed features of
the environment. Tango calculates the movement of hundreds of features between frames to define
its movement and orientation.
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2.3.1 Coordinate system of Project Tango
Tango tracks the position of the device in three dimensions. The starting point (0,0,0) is
called the origin. The orientation of the device is also tracked around the same three axes. Position
and orientation provide six-degrees of freedom, which is called “Pose.”
2.3.2 Frame of reference
In motion tracking, everything is relative to where the user starts. The origin always
coincides to where the user connects to and starts the project Tango service. The frame of reference
is referred to as the start of service frame. The start of service frame in turns relates to the frame
of the device. When combining the two frames, Tango can get the position and orientation of itself
in the space.
2.4 Area Learning of Tango
Motion tracking allows Tango to define and track itself in space. It provides the position
and the orientation, but it will not remember anything. With motion tracking alone, Tango does
not know if it has been to this place. Area Learning provides the project Tango devices the ability
to “learn” the important visual features of the realistic space so that it can recognize the area later.
“To do this, it stores a mathematical description of the visual features it has identified inside a
searchable index on the device. This allows the device to quickly match what it currently sees
against what it has seen before without any cloud services.” (Google, 2014) Area learning can
provide two improvements upon the information of motion tracking: Improve the accuracy of the
trajectory and Localization.
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2.4.1 Improve the accuracy of the trajectory
The duty of motion tracking is to track the device’s position and orientation in the physical
space, but motion estimates become less accurate over time. Although data provided by gravity
sensor can correct this accumulating error in the vertical direction, the errors in other aspects of
the pose cannot be detected by motion tracking alone. When area learning is involved, the device
will remember the key features of the place it has visited, and it can recognize the space when
returning to this area. “When the device sees a place it knows it has seen earlier in your session, it
realizes it has traveled in a loop and adjusts its path to be more consistent with its previous
observations” (Google, 2014). It is called “drift corrections (also called loop closures).”
2.4.2 Localization
With area learning, Tango captures the key visual features in images and record them in an
Area Description File (ADF). A Tango device can compare the features currently capturing with
the loaded ADF and define its pose in this area. Thus, it will never get lost in this area.
2.5 Depth Perception of Tango
“Depth Perception gives an application the ability to understand the distance to objects in
the real world” (Google, 2014). Tango supports several common depth technologies, including
Structured Light, Time of Flight, and Stereo. The depth data from Tango is provided in the form
of point cloud. It gives coordinates for as many points in the scene as are possible to calculate.
These coordinates are relative to the position and orientation of the device.
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2.6 Point Cloud
Point cloud is a set of points represented by coordinates data. Typically, the format is only
(x,y,z) coordinates, but sometimes it will be supplemented by normal. Point cloud is an easy way
to represent objects, and nearly all 3D scanning devices produce point cloud, but it has several
limitations: no simplification or subdivision, no direct smooth rendering, no topological
information, weak approximation power, and noise and outliers. Because of these limitations, raw
point cloud data can hardly be used. In order to make use of data from point cloud, the following
processing can be take: Surface normal estimation, outlier removal, point clouds aligning, and
surface reconstruction.
Sithole and Vosselman presented (2003) a method that can process point cloud data and
detect urban structures by segmentation and classification. They have tested their algorithm on
many sets of point clouds and showed the result of a high-resolution point cloud of the city of
Stuttgart. Our research will involve object detection, which is close to Sithole and Vosselman’s
work.
In 2009, Rusu et al. presented a method that can do close-range scene segmentation and
reconstruction from 3D point cloud. “By fitting primitive geometric shapes to the data,” (Rusu,
Blodow, Marton, & Beetz, 2009, p. 6) they can “reconstruct and infer missing data,” and output a
better result for grasping. This method outputs frameworks instead of textured models. The results
are not so vivid, but the outlines are more available.
2.7 Shader
A shader is a program specifically made to run on a GPU(Unity, n.d.-a). Shaders are often
used in applying lighting and shadow to 3D models in computer graphics. They can also be used
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in creating special graphics effects. Shaders tell each pixel what should be rendered on it.
According to the rendering pipeline being used, multiple shaders can be applied on pixels.
2.7.1 Graphics pipeline
A graphics pipeline is a conceptual model that describes the stages of rendering 3D
models to screens. Early devices before late 90s all used fixed-function pipeline. Fixed pipeline
only allows control of very limited stage of rendering. With the modern the programmable GPU
rendering pipeline. Shader programming allows developers to render varied effects with GPU.
2.7.2 Unity Shaders
Unity supports two different types of shaders: surface shaders and vertex and fragment
shaders.
Surface shaders are different from normal shaders in standard pipelines. In unity, they are
designed to provide an easy way to apply lighting models. Surface shaders hide the process of
lighting calculation, but leave some properties, like albedo and normal, for users to control the
lighting effect.
The vertex and fragment shaders are often used in creating special effects. They control
what is on each pixel.
2.7.2 Stencil Shader
Stencil shader uses the stencil buffer in unity. Stencil buffer works on integers and will
affect every pixel. It is often used in saving or blocking areas of pixels. In unity, stencil shader
can be easily implemented, which will be described in section 3.1.2.
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According to the method concept which will be detailly stated in 3.1.1, we need to create
a cube that will not render itself but render the models behind it and block everything else. In this
case, using a stencil shader as a mask shader will be the best choice.
2.8 Object Subtraction and Diminished Reality
In this thesis, object subtraction is referred to as visually removing an object. It is very
common both in the real world and the virtual world. In the real world, the method is just moving
the item to a place out of view. And, in the virtual world, the approach is instructing the device
not to render the object. However, when it comes to visually subtracting an object in the real
world by digital methods, it could be much more complex. Many researchers tried to subtract
objects from images.
Shin et al. demonstrated (2008) an occlusion removal method using sub-image block
matching in computational integral imaging to subtract the occlusion on a 3D object visually.
This method is used to improve reconstruction of 3D objects that are occluded partially in CII.
Avidan and Shamir (2007) presented an image operator called “seam carving” to do
content-aware image resizing. They developed algorithms to find the seams, the “low energy”
pixels in the image, and resizing the whole picture by carving out or inserting them. In this way,
object removal can be done by putting the specified objects in the seams.
Some researcher finds only overlaying model images onto the viewport has some defects.
“Removing” undesired objects before placing new models will lead to better result. Then the
new technology branch, diminished reality, was developed. (Jarusirisawad & Saito, 2007)
Zokai, Esteve, Genc, and Navab (2003) presented a diminished reality method. It uses
several photos taken from different angles as source images, and generate the background
obstructed by finding them in the source images. Then overlay the processed background patch
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on the image, the object will be subtracted. Jarusirisawad and Saito (2007) presented a similar
approach. Instead of taking photos, their application uses video stream from multiple handheld
cameras to form real-time background information. Also, they use markers to make it easier for
augmented reality devices to detect the wall and the floor.
Li, Wang, Guo, Cheong, and Zhou (2013) developed a method that can do diminished
reality for pictures of places of interest. Their application gathers a large collection of photos for
the same place from the Internet and uses them to analyze the space information. With the space
information, this application can define the background obstructed in the target photo and do
diminished reality.
2.9 Diminished Reality Based on Image Inpainting
Diminished reality (DR) is a technique that virtually delete some objects from view. The
most straightforward way comes to mind is to cut a hole and make a patch. That is “image
inpainting”, the most popular diminished reality approach. Many researchers have developed
algorithms for inpainting. The common procedure of inpainting DR is:
1. Set the target area and generate a target mask and a source mask.
2. Remove pixels from the original image according to the target mask.
3. Retrieve source image from the original image according to the source mask.
4. Analyze data from source and deduce the pixels of the removed area.
The most important parts of the image inpainting methods are the sampling method and
deducing method. In other words, how to ensure the pixel data retrieved from the source image
can represent the background texture, and how to ensure patterns are properly reconstructed.
The most popular image inpainting method is exemplar-based inpainting. The general
idea of exemplar-based inpainting is to search patches from source region for missing blocks
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along the target area and by repeating this process gradually fill the target area. In 2004,
Criminisi, Pérez and Toyama proposed their image inpainting method. As shown on Figure 1,
their method can be briefly described as following:

Figure 1. Concept of Exemplar-based Image Inpainting (Criminisi, Pérez, & Toyama, 2004)
a. Define the source region ϕ, target region Ω and the boundary δΩ.

b. For each point p on the boundary δΩ, calculate the priority with a special formula.
Select the point with the highest priority, and set a square patch Ψ𝑝𝑝 centered with p.

c. Search each point in source region ϕ to find a q that can set the most similar patch.

The difference is measured by sum of squared differences of the filled pixels between

the two patches.
d. Fill Ψ𝑝𝑝 with the best patch Ψ𝑞𝑞 . Update source region ϕ, target region Ω and the
boundary δΩ.
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Repeat the step b, c, d until the target region is completely filled.
This is a very standard image inpainting method. Researchers have made improvements on it.
For example, Deng, Huang and Zhao (2015) modified the priority definition. Their new method
largely reduced computing time but perform not so well in some situations.
Many genius researchers have used image inpainting in real-time diminished reality.
As early as in 2006, Sanni Siltanen (2006) presented a method to remove the augmented
reality “marker”, which was often used for locating surfaces or objects in early augmented reality
implementations. This paper made an assumption that in the neighborhood area of the “marker”
or the target area, the background is similar to the background of the covered area. (Siltanen,
2006)This is a fundamental assumption for many image inpainting methods. The presented way
was to mirror the texture outside each boarder onto the inside and fades towards the opposite
boarder. The impact of the surrounding pixels is inversely proportional to their distance to the
border of the marker. (Siltanen, 2006) This method is straight-forward and practical. The author
also made the patch partly transparent near the edge to reach better merging result.
When we do diminished reality in real situations, the background is often complex, with
more than one plane. The method must consider the background structure. Kawai, Sato, and
Yokoya (2013) developed a method that assume the background contains several planes. They
detect each plane and separate the target mask into different parts and do exemplar-based image
inpainting separately. This leads to much more realistic results for complex environments. In
addition, they also supplemented their research with solutions for other situations. (Kawai, Sato,
& Yokoya, 2016) They broke the assumption that the background is planer and presented a
diminished reality solution for curved walls.
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Siltanen (2017) also presented an improved diminished reality algorithm for interior
design. This new method focused on the illumination and extreme difficult situations: some
missing pixels cannot be sampled from the source image as the light fades gradually. This
method selected dozens of control points surrounding the diminished area. When calculating,
each pixel refers to eight of the control points, which are in eight directions. In this way, the
illumination can be simulated.
Image inpainting can generate very realistic patch for diminished reality, but it needs
much computing. Kawai (2013) and Siltanen (2017) all used PC with Core i7 processor to do the
calculation work, but Siltanen only got a result with fps less than 15 and Kawai’s method
maintained the fps around 21.
2.10 Measurement of Attitude
Human attitude is always an important factor evaluating technologies. Attitude is
subjective, which means how to measure it is a problem. Likert (1932) presented a measuring
method to represent the intensity of feelings including five points worded: Strongly approve,
Approve, Undecided, Disapprove, Strongly Disapprove. “Approve” can be replaced by “Agree”
depending on the usage. It is so-called “Likert Scale”. The response categories of a five point
Likert item may be coded 1 to 5 (Derrick & White, 2017) and the item responses viewed as
being ordinal under Stevens (1946) classification scheme.
The 5-point Likert Scale is really intuitive for participants and investigators to
understand. The 7-point Likert Scale is also popular in research. Miller (2002) argued that “the
human mind has a span of absolute judgment that can distinguish about seven distinct categories,
a span of immediate memory for about seven items, and a span of attention that can encompass
about six objects at a time”, which suggested that any increase in number of response categories
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beyond six or seven might be futile.(Colman, Norris, & Preston, 1997) Also, a 5-point scale will
cause loss of some information (Finstad, 2010) while a 7-point Scale can result in stronger
correlations with t-test results(Lewis, 1993) and will not cause cognitive overload on
respondents.
2.11 AR System Evaluation
A review paper was published in 2005 summarizing AR system usability
experiments.(Swan & Gabbard, 2005) They reported that the usability researches can be divided
into 3 areas since the first user-based usability experiment in 1995: Perception, Performance and
Collaboration.
Dünser, Grasset, and Billinghurst (2008) published a survey for AR evaluation
techniques. They classified AR user evaluation studies into five types:
1) Objective Measurement：measures variables such as task completion times and
accuracy / error rates, scores, positions, movements, number of actions, etc.
2) Subjective Measurement: measures using questionnaires, subjective user rating, or
judgement.
3) Qualitative analysis: includes formal user observations, formal interviews, or
classification or coding of user behavior (e.g. speech or gesture coding).
4) Usability evaluation techniques: evaluation techniques that are of- ten used in
interface usability evaluations such as heuristic evalua- tion, expert based
evaluation, task analysis, think aloud methods, or Wizard of OZ methods.
5) Informal evaluations: including informal user observa- tions or informal
collection of user feedback.
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For our study, we want to know if the users are satisfied about the previewing result of
replacing furniture. It is a subjective measurement, so we will conduct a survey with
questionnaires and ask subjects to rate the application.
2.12 Summary
This chapter defined some concepts and introduced relevant work that has been done in
related areas. Much research has been done on visually subtract existing items. The most popular
method is image inpainting, but it is a time consuming algorithm. 7-point Likert scale is a proper
way to measure people’s attitude towards our application as we need as much information as
possible. Next chapter will describe how the application will be tested.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research is to develop a practical method that perform diminished
reality by overlaying a background-based cube onto the target object for replacing furniture and
to find out if the simple method can satisfy the users need in replacing furniture. We developed a
new application based on Tango, and conducted research on the effect of the new diminished
reality method to users’ satisfaction. This chapter will cover the application development,
research procedure, and testing methodology.
3.1 Application Development
This section will cover how the experimental method works and some core technologies
that the application uses.
3.1.1 Method Concept
The experimental diminished reality method is to wrap the target with a cube which is
rendered based on the background texture. In this case, users will perceive that they are seeing
through the target object. The concept of implementation procedure is shown in Figure 2.
a. The purpose is to replace the old furniture with new furniture.
b. Applications on the market like Wayfair View simply overlap the model with the old
furniture.
c. Our application extracts the texture of background from the reality and detects the
floor and walls. Then build a virtual scene.
d. The application creates a virtual cube that can wrap the target object with users
operation.
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e. The cube will be rendered with the texture of the background in real time based on
Tango motion tracking.
f. Render the cube model on the camera stream video.
g. On the screen, we will “see through” the target object.
h. Then use traditional AR to put new furniture model into the scene.

Figure 2. Method Concept
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3.1.2 Surface Detection and Motion Tracking
We choose to use Tango Unity Kit for the application development. This kit controls the
communication with the device and provide data for Unity engine use. We can use its API easily
detect planes.
m_pointCloud.FindPlane(mainCamera, touchPosition, out planeCenter, out plane)

The user touches on the screen indicating to the application where the floor and walls are,
then the application calls the function FindPlane() and extracts the texture around the touch
point. With the space information of the plane and its texture, the application creates a virtual
floor or wall in the scene.
Tango Unity Kit also provides a scripted camera that moves in the virtual scene matching
the movement of the device. This ensures synchronization between the virtual world and reality.
3.1.3 “See Through” Shaders
The target effect is to only render a cube onto the screen, the cube does not render its own
color but renders the color from floors and walls. We chose to use the stencil shader to realize
this effect. This includes two shaders: a mask shader and a target shader. (Shader files will be
included in Appendix section) The target shader is to render objects (walls and floor models) to
the screen, so we use surface shader. The mask shader is to apply special transparent effect, so
we use vertex and fragment shader to take control of what is on each pixel.
First, the mask shader should be processed before the target shader.
In mask shader:
Tags { "RenderType"="Opaque" "Queue"="Geometry-1" }

Indicate that the mask object will be rendered before default opaque objects.
In target shader:
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Tags { "RenderType"="Opaque" "Queue"="Geometry" }

Indicate that the target object will be rendered along with default opaque objects.
In this case, we force the renderer to process the mask object before the target object.
Then set mask shader:
ColorMask 0

This means the mask object (The cube) will not render its own color.
Next is to set stencil buffer on mask shader:
Stencil
{
Ref 1
Comp always
Pass replace
}

This means changing pixels that represents the mask object on stencil buffer to value 1.
Then stencil buffer on the target shader is set to:
Stencil
{
Ref 1
Comp equal
Pass keep
}

Means all pixels whose stencil buffer value equal to 1 will be kept. In other word, the pixels that
correspond to the mask object will be kept.
Apply the mask shader to the cube and apply target shader to the walls and the floor.
3.1.4 Texture Processing
Automatic texture detecting is not 100 percent accurate, so we choose to let the users to
decide which parts of the texture on screen can represent the background of the environment.
Users are asked to select the scene model – how many walls are there in the environment. And
then they need to indicate to the application where the floor and walls are. The texture of the
background is extracted directed from the camera video stream. Pixels of a square which is
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100*100 is extracted around user’s touch point from the image frame. These extracted textures
can represent the environment background at a certain extent. However, applying this kind of
texture directly to the walls will cause some annoying repeating effect. Our solution is a simple
shuffling process. The extracted textures were evenly divided into several squares. And then
shuffle their order to form a new texture. This process is repeated for several times, resulting in
several different shuffled textures with the resolution at 100*100. Then these all shuffled textures
will be spliced into a large unitary texture. Users can change the dividing and splicing times to
get better texture sample. This shuffling and splicing process can at a certain extent avoid the
repeating effect.
3.2 Hypothesis
The research question of this study is “Does the proposed background-based overlay cube
method satisfy the selection, assessment, and preferential needs of shoppers who test it in an
AR/VR furniture shopping application?” Based on this question, we want to know the users’
feeling about our application in different environments when trying to preview the result of
replacing furniture. So, we address the following hypotheses:
H01: The use of new diminished reality method will not affect users’ satisfaction in
previewing furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.
Ha1: The use of new diminished reality method will affect users’ satisfaction in
previewing furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.
H02: The texture of background will not affect the users’ satisfaction in previewing
furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.
Ha2: The texture of background will affect the users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture
replacement in augmented reality applications.
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H03: The texture of the background and the use of new diminished reality method
interaction will not affect the users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture replacement in
augmented reality applications.
Ha3: The texture of the background and the use of new diminished reality method
interaction will affect the users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture replacement in augmented
reality applications.
3.3 Experiment Design
A 2(with new DR method, without new DR method) * 2(flat color background, unique
pattern background) between-subjects factorial design was employed. According to the design,
we assigned subjects into 4 groups:
Group 1: Pure white background, using the new method.
Group 2: Pure white background, not using the new method.
Group 3: Unique pattern background, using the new method.
Group 4: Unique pattern background, not using the new method.
The testing environment is shown in Figure 3.
Subjects were assigned based on their coming time. For example, in our experiment, the
first 15 subject came were assigned to group 1 and the next 15 subjects were assigned to group 2.
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Figure 3. Default Environment and Experiment Screenshots
3.4 Procedure
A testing scene was set up in an office. To control the background, we setup a 4’*4’*4’
corner with 6 prepared boards as shown in figure 3. And to keep lighting consistent, we closed
all window blinds and used the ceiling lights for lighting.
Participants first signed the consent form. Then the investigator began the experiment.
Subjects were directed into a scenario that they were trying to replace a broken sofa at home.
They went shopping and found something looks good. They want to preview the result of
replacing the sofa and to find if the new sofa would fit their room. An augmented reality
application was chosen to help. The investigator told all subjects the same story with consistent
wording to reduce bias from different understandings of the task.
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Then the investigator showed the application to subjects. To avoid some possible bias,
the investigator operates the device instead of letting subjects do. The investigator’s operation
was controlled as simple and consistent as possible, and also to reduce understanding bias, no
instruction was given during the operation. What the subjects saw is shown in Figure 3.
After the investigator’s operation, subjects had 1 minute to walk around holding the
device to see the effect, but they were not allowed to do any interaction.
Then the subjects were asked to fill a questionnaire online. The questionnaire is in the
appendix.
After filling the questionnaire, subjects were free to take some prepared food.
3.4 Questionnaire
Based on the research question, we set 3 questions:
How do you feel about the following description?
Q1: With the help of this application I can easily tell if the new chair fit the room.
Q2: The interface of the application is intuitive.
Q3: This application will help me make a decision in choosing furniture.
Subjects were asked to rate from 1 to 7, 1 represents strongly disagree, 4 represents
neither disagree nor agree and 7 represents strongly agree. The answers to these questions can
generally represent subjects’ feeling about the application. And comparing answers to Q1 and Q3
from different groups we can tell if the new DR method would help users previewing the result
of replacing furniture.
Open questions were asked for some qualitative research:
Q4: What do you think is a potential improvement of this application?
Q5: What do you think is the best part of this application?
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Q6: What do you think is the worst part of this application?
From answers to Q4 -Q6, we can get subjects opinions about the application and may
guide us on improving the performance.
3.5 Participants
Due to the fixed experiment environment and the limited time, we chose convenience
sampling. Recruiting emails were sent to Purdue Polytechnic students. We provided food for
participants and they got 1 in 8 chance to win a $50 gift card. To avoid additional approval, we
only invited people above 18 to take part in our experiment. After testing on 30 participants in
group 1 and group 2, a draft t test was conducted and resulted in a p-value <0.0001. This
indicates that 15 participants are way enough for each group. To reduce the cost of time, we did
experiment on 8 participants each for group 3 and group 4. As a result, 46 participants above 18
from Purdue Polytechnic Institute were recruited to take part in our research.
3.6 Summary
This chapter outlined the methodology of the research, including the application
development and experiment procedure. Some conclusions could be drawn by analyzing the data
collected from 46 subjects. Next chapter will provide the result of the study.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

This chapter details the result of the data collected by the questionnaire after the
experiment. Statistical analysis will be shown for the questions. Some other conclusions were
drawn from open questions.
4.1 Statistical Analysis
First conducted experiment on group 1 and group 2, each got 15 subjects. A draft analysis
was done after that. The result showed that the variance is low, and we can get a persuasive
result with small sample size. As a result, we get 8 subjects each for group 3 and 4. Totally, we
have data collected from 46 Purdue Polytechnic students.
For general analysis, we take sum of answers to question 1 (Q1) and question 3 (Q3) as
the overall rate. The rate of Q1 represents how likely the subjects feel that they can fulfill the
task of previewing if the new furniture fit the room and the rate of Q3 represents how likely the
subjects feel they can make a decision in purchasing the furniture.
The basic statistical result of the overall rate was shown in Table 1. And a boxplot was
drew as Figure 4.
Table 1. Statistical Results
Overall Rate (Q1 + Q3)
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Median

Group 1
6
12
10.000
2.857
1.690
10

Group 2
6
14
12.467
3.838
1.959
13

Group 3
6
12
8.875
3.554
1.885
9

Group 4
10
14
12.250
2.214
1.488
13
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Figure 4. Boxplot of Overall Rate
We can see some difference from the basic statistical result and the boxplot:
1. The mean of the rate from group 1 and group 3 is lower than the rate from group 2 and
group 4.
2. The median of the rate from group 1 and group 3 is lower than the rate from group 2
and group 4.
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To check if the difference we saw from the table and plot is significant, we did a two-way
ANOVA test in R. Result is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Two-Way ANOVA Result
Response: Sum

Degree of

Sum of

Mean

F Value

Pr(>F)

freedom

squares

Square

Environment

1

4.696

4.696

1.4706

0.2320

Treatment

1

89.043

89.043

27.8866 0.00000426

Environment:Treatment

1

2.152

2.152

0.6741

Residuals

42

134.108

3.193

0.4163

To ensure Two-way ANOVA model is appropriate for our data, two assumptions need to
be checked:
1. The variance of error terms is constant among individuals.
2. The distribution of error is normal.
To check constant variance, a residual plot was addressed as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Residual Plot
The points on the plot appear to be randomly distributed around zero except the data
number 21. We checked the number 21 who is in group 2 rated 6. We find that it is the minimum
rate in group 2 while others all rated above 12, so it might be an outliner. (We can also easily
find it in the boxplot Figure 4) Except the number 21, the assumption that the error terms have a
mean of zero, and the vertical width of the point distribution didn’t show any increase or
decrease trend, so we can assume the variance of error is constant. This means the data meets the
constant variance assumption.
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To check normality, we address a Q-Q plot as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Q-Q Plot
Most of the points (Except the number 21 which may be an outliner) distribute along the
line (Data from 46 subjects were collected, so there should be 46 points, some points are
overlapped with each other because they are in the same group and rated the same) which means
that normality is probably a reasonably good approximation.
After checking the constant variance and normality, two-way ANOVA is reasonably an
appropriate approach for the analysis. The result drew from the test is credible.
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4.2 Result of Hypotheses
With the results from the statistical analysis, we can draw results of hypotheses.
The p-value of treatment in Table 2: p = 0.00000426<0.05. We reject the null hypothesis
1, which is “The use of new diminished reality method will not affect users’ satisfaction in
previewing furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.” Which means: the use of
new diminished reality method will influence users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture
replacement in augmented reality applications.
The p-value of environment in Table 2: p = 0.2320 > 0.05. We fail to reject the null
hypothesis 2, which is “The texture of background will not affect the users’ satisfaction in
previewing furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.”
The p-value of environment and treatment interaction in Table 2: p = 0.4163>0.05. We
fail to reject the null hypothesis 3, which is “The texture of the background and the use of new
diminished reality method interaction will not affect the users’ satisfaction in previewing
furniture replacement in augmented reality applications.”
This means the background texture, alone or interact with use of new diminished reality
method will not affect users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture replacement in augmented
reality applications.
4.3 Summary
The chapter provides results from the statistical analysis, including some basic statistical
variables and results from two-way ANOVA test. Hypothesis 1 was rejected while we failed to
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reject hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 3. The next chapter will discuss these results, guesses from
open questions, future works, and a conclusion.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

The research objective is to determine whether the new diminished reality method that
overlays a background-texture-rendering cube will meet the customers’ need in previewing the
replacement of large furniture. This chapter analyzes the result from the previous chapter and
draw our conclusion.
5.1 Result Interpretation
In the last chapter, we rejected the hypothesis 1. This means the use of the new
diminished reality method will affect users’ satisfaction in previewing furniture replacement in
augmented reality applications. Considering the mean of group 1 and 3 is way lower than group
2 and group 4. We can conclude that the use of new diminished reality method will decrease
customers’ satisfaction in previewing furniture replacement in augmented reality applications. In
other words, the newly designed method cannot meet users need.
And we failed to reject hypothesis 2 & 3. This means the environment does not affect the
users’ attitude about the applications. Subjects presented a consistent preference on the
traditional augmented reality method when the background changed.
5.2 Limitation
The sample size is a small. Because the experiment requires conducting the test on
subjects one by one, to avoid the influence of environment factors out of control like sunlight,
distance between subjects and the testing scene, and to avoid the bias from investigators
operation in instruction, we had to ask subjects to take part in the experiment in a certain room
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with only one investigator. With all the limitation of space, staff, time and finance, the sample
size is small. With more subjects recruited, we may get more accurate results.
The population is of this experiment is limited. The place we conducted the experiment is
in the building of Purdue Polytechnic Institute. Most of the subjects are students from Purdue
Polytechnic, many of them are majoring computer graphics technology. They may have a higher
expectation from augmented reality applications. Conducting the experiment on a wider public
population may lead to a different result.
The scaling of texture in the application is factor that may affected the result. As shown
in Figure 3, the texture rendered on the “cube” is more intensive than the existing texture. This
may result it the increase of subjects’ feeling about the mismatch. This is a problem that we
didn’t expect at the development step. Fixing this scaling problem may lead to different result.
5.3 Open Question Analysis
Since the use of the new diminished reality method has a bad effect on user’s experience,
we tried to analyze the answers to open questions – question 4 and question 6 – which are: What
do you think is a potential improvement of this application and what do you think is the worst
part of this application. These two questions all direct us to the weakness of the application. We
categorize all answers to these questions which is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Answers to Question 4 and Question 6
Number of subjects
Answered Q4 or/and Q6
Background Match
Shadow
User Interface
Others

Group 1
13
3
6
5
1

Group 2
1
1
4
2

Group 3
4
4
0
0
0

Group 4
3
0
0
3
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In Table 3. we can see that the problems subjects mostly pointed out are background
match, lack of shadow and user interface.
In group 1 and group 3, totally 23 subjects, 17 of them answered question 4 or/and
question 6. 7 of them pointed out that the background rendering of the DR (Diminished Reality)
cube doesn’t match with the real background. What worth notification is that all 4 subjects in
group 3 who answered the questions argued that background match is a problem. We can
conclude from these answers that users are not satisfied with the background generating of this
method, and they are expecting more consistent background patch.
In 21 subjects who answered the question 4 and/or question 6, 7 of them pointed out that
the shadow of the model is a problem or a potential improvement. And what worth notification is
that only group 1 and group 2 subjects noticed the lack of shadow and 6 in 7 of them were in
group 1. Considering the group 1 is a pure white background. We can conclude that the lack of
shadows may decrease users’ satisfaction in using the application and shadows affects more in a
simple environment than a complex environment.
5.4 Future Work
Considering the limitations, conducting the experiment on wider population and with a
larger sample size in recommended to get more accurate result.
For developing a better application implementing our method, adding a real-time pattern
recognition into this method is recommended which may solve the background matching
problem. And focusing on shadow is probably an effective way to improve users’ experience. In
addition, fixing the texture scaling problem mentioned in 5.2 is another way to enhance
performance.
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The survey conducted in this thesis focused on the quantitative part, so subjects’ opinions
are not fully revealed. A more systematic qualitative research on subjects’ comment about the
new method may provide more improving potential for the cube-overlaying method.
Though the simple method we implemented cannot meet users’ expectations, we still
believe designing a better diminished reality avoid image inpainting in every frame is still a
valuable research topic for future work. A method that perform inpainting only in the first frame
to reconstruct the background environment is a way that can be tried in future.
5.4 Conclusions
Augmented reality is not a new concept. And even diminished reality is known by many
people and used in a lot of fields. Now, many researchers and developers are trying to improve
and make better use of these technologies. Many of them are focusing on the deep algorithm to
achieve better performance, while we tried to find an easier way to meet users’ need and help
with solving customers’ problem. We were expecting that the new simple diminished reality
method would improve customers’ experience in previewing the result of replacing furniture in
augmented reality applications, but the result from the survey showed us that a roughly
implemented cube-overlaying method does not meet users’ need.
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APPENDIX A “SEE THROUGH”SHADERS

Mask Shader：
Shader " Stencil/Mask"
{
SubShader
{
Tags { "RenderType"="Opaque" "Queue"="Geometry-1" }
ColorMask 0
ZWrite off
Cull off
Stencil
{
Ref 1
Comp always
Pass replace
}
CGINCLUDE
struct appdata
{
float4 vertex : POSITION;
};
struct v2f
{
float4 pos : SV_POSITION;
};
v2f vert(appdata v)
{
v2f o;
o.pos = mul(UNITY_MATRIX_MVP, v.vertex);
return o;
}
half4 frag(v2f i) : COLOR
{
return half4(1,1,0,1);
}
ENDCG
Pass
{

ZTest Less
CGPROGRAM
#pragma vertex vert
#pragma fragment frag
ENDCG

}
}
}(Unity, n.d.-b)

Target Shader:
Shader "Stencil/Target"
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{
Properties
{
_Color ("Main Color", Color) = (1,1,1,1)
_MainTex ("Base (RGB)", 2D) = "white" {}
}
SubShader
{
Tags { "RenderType"="Opaque" "Queue"="Geometry" }
LOD 200
Stencil
{
Ref 1
Comp equal
Pass keep
}
CGPROGRAM
#pragma surface surf Lambert
sampler2D _MainTex;
fixed4 _Color;
struct Input
{
float2 uv_MainTex;
};
void surf (Input IN, inout SurfaceOutput o)
{
fixed4 c = tex2D(_MainTex, IN.uv_MainTex) * _Color;
o.Albedo = c.rgb;
o.Alpha = c.a;
}
}

ENDCG

Fallback "VertexLit"
}(Unity, n.d.-b)
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APPENDIX B. IRB APPROVAL AND CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX C. QUESTIONNAIRE

